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Wilkinson, M. D. et al. The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship.




“FAIRness is a prerequisite 
for proper data management 
and data stewardship”





















described with rich metadata
indexed in searchable resource
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First: Use a code repository
• Makes software management much easier





• Identifying software 
is hard

































Rich metadata is the issue
• Many programmers don’t like to describe their 
software
• Not always clear what should be described to 
make things findable
• However:
▪ A lot of metadata can be automatically generated
▪ Start small and improve




CodeMeta: A Rosetta Stone for 
Software Metadata
Matthew B. Jones et al. 2017. CodeMeta: an exchange schema for software metadata. V2.0.
KNB Data Repository. doi:10.5063/schema/codemeta-2.0
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retrievable using standard, 
open, free protocol 
metadata accessible even when 
software is no longer available
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Software is easy to make 
accessible
• By using code repositories (for development) 
and digital repositories (for preservation) 
software is accessible
• By using a digital repository which issues DOIs, 
metadata is guaranteed to be kept available
• But… is this metadata useful?
▪ It is for citation, which improves reuse and credit
• Software Citation Principles. PeerJ Computer 
Science 2:e86. DOI: 10.7717/peerj-cs.86
▪ ORCIDS make it easier to tie together 
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language for knowledge 
representation













Clarity is quite complicated
• Software Package Data Exchange (SPDX) 
increasingly used for licensing information
▪ But all you need to know is that you should choose 
a commercial license or one from this list:
• https://opensource.org/licenses
• Provenance is simple (from code repository) 
and difficult (from underlying research)
▪ Jupyter Notebooks can make things easier





depend on the community!
• ESIP (Earth Sciences): 
https://esipfed.github.io/Software-Assessment-
Guidelines/
• CLARIAH (Arts and Humanities): 
https://github.com/CLARIAH/software-quality-
guidelines
• IPOL (Image Processing): 
https://tools.ipol.im/wiki/ref/software_guidelines/





















• Get an ORCID for yourself
• Develop your software in a code repository
• Choose a clear license for your software
• Keep essential metadata and README in your 
code repository up to date
▪ Codemeta.json file in future
• Archive major versions, to get a DOI
• Cite your software in your papers, and put your 
preferred citation in your README
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Interested in doing more?




• RDA Software Source Code Interest Group
▪ https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/software-source-
code-ig
• SWORD v3 development
▪ http://swordapp.org/




Find out more about the SSI
• Community Engagement (Lead: Shoaib Sufi)
▪ Fellowship Programme
▪ Events and Workshops
• Consultancy (Lead: Steve Crouch)
▪ Open Call for Projects / Collaborations
▪ Software Evaluation
• Policy and Publicity (Lead: Simon Hettrick)
▪ Case Studies / Policy Campaigns
▪ Software and Research Blog
• Training (Lead: Aleksandra Nenadic)
▪ Software Carpentry / Data Carpentry (300+ students/year)
▪ Guides and Top Tips
• Journal of Open Research Software (Editor: Neil Chue Hong)
• Collaboration between universities of Edinburgh, Manchester, Oxford and Southampton
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